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6 X 8 In, 48Pp, 48 Full-Color < illustrations, ages 7 to 11 < with these sensible and sensitive

safety-first recipes, this upbeat book guides kids through the fun rewarding process of campfire

cooking. whether they're at a campground other campers, in forest scouting group, or simply their

own backyard family, they'll become familiar all basic methods for successful outdoor three cooking

are explained recipes given each: on stick, pouch, grill.< />iv>
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Gr. 3^-6. Everything related to campfire cookery is covered here: packing equipment and supplies,

building a fire, cooking without pots and pans, and making quick snacks for the trail. The pioneers

may not have used nonstick cooking spray and sealable plastic bags, but they would recognize

some of the foods represented, and so would anyone who has camped out with a scouting group.

Even a novice cook can follow the simple recipes, which often label old favorites with jazzy new

names, like "Who-o-o-s Chili" and "Hop Toad Popcorn." Heavy, slightly glossy pages make this

book more durable than most other paperbacks. Linocut illustrations with colorful washes brighten

every page. Carolyn Phelan
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I hoped this book might introduce me to a few new, creative campfire cooking ideas. But it didn't. If

you're on Pinterest like I am all the time, there are a lot more interesting ideas. Now, in all fairness,

I've been doing campfire cooking for a long time so if you are new to it, I'm sure this book would be

a good place to start.

I wanted a book with new recipes for actually cooking on a stick, which this book's title claims...but

there are only 6 recipes that use a stick, one of which is the s'mores recipe and what camper

doesn't already know that one? Another recipe is for kabobs that have meat, veggies, and salad

dressing over top which is equally as self-explanatory. Three of the six recipes require a biscuit mix

that they offer the recipe for, which involves bowls, measuring cups/spoons, mixing spoons, etc.

This biscuit recipe also calls for powdered milk, and my son is dairy-free and I don't know of any

replacement for powdered milk, so I did not find it very versatile. There are 14 recipes for cooking in

a pouch and/or on a grill, and four recipes for "trail food." These could be fun, but I was hoping to

say "hey kids, throw this food on a stick and have fun cooking it over the fire!" They should rename

the book.

It's not really kid friendly, and there are only a couple of recipes that are actually on a stick. It's just a

campfire cookbook with terrible recipes.

Gave these books as part of a larger gift with smore fixings: marshmallows, graham crackers, and

chocolate, plus skewers. Great gift!

Ordered this for my grandsons 3rd birthday camping party and it was a huge hit amongst all the kids

and the parents!

it was a good addtition to the cookbook collection at the library.

Wonderful well presented fun book that children will enjoy reading and doing the activities. It is

everything I was looking for the Liverpool Girl Guides, NSW Australia.

I bought this for my son, a Cub Scout leader. He says it's just the thing for teaching basic cooking

skills to the boys while camping.
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